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IN A WO RL D

drowning in
information,

there are countless
tools to manage
the overload—and
a million opinions
on what’s best.

LA SERF I C HE I S

the perfect
solution
to help your organization
transform into an efficient,
digital workplace.
From digitizing documents
to transforming processes
with predictive analytics,
Laserfiche provides
a progressive framework
for organizations looking
to embrace the benefits of
workplace technology.

Eliminating paper
opens the floodgates
to innovation.
By reducing paper,
reducing storage and
reducing the risk of
document loss, you
build a foundation for
your digital roadmap.

DEVE LOP A

paper less
OFFICE

Just like paper can pile
up, so can digital files.
Once you’ve scanned
information, it needs to be
categorized so it can be
quickly and easily found.
Once information is
organized and categorized,
information turnaround
time for supporting staff
can be reduced through
self-service from mobile
apps and web portals.

C R EAT E A N

electronic

FI L E C A B I N E T
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WO RK P L ACE

Even when you’ve eliminated
paper, there are likely still lingering
inefficiencies of ad hoc manual
processes. Because while you’ve gone
paperless, you don’t have a digital
workplace—yet.
With process automation, you
eliminate manual processes and
standardize ad hoc digital processes.
You better manage processes to speed
throughput and improve customer
service. And you even integrate
documents with line of business
applications to make information
available whenever—and wherever—
you need it.
The end result? You optimize costs,
reduce complexity and risk, increase
operational efficiency—and improve
productivity.

DRIVE

business
I N N OVAT I ON

What takes an organization
from good to great is
the drive for continuous
improvement. It’s that
drive to refine automated
processes, to use data to
inform business decisions,
and ensure efficiency in
your business processes.
Armed with this information,
you can make smarter
decisions to drive innovation
throughout your business
processes and better focus
on what your organization
does best.

E MBRACE THE

Transforming processes
relies on taking information
from the past and present,
interpreting it into
something useful, and
using it to shape the future.
With analytics, you have the
insight to discover what’s
holding you back today, or
what could be holding you
back tomorrow.

OF YO U R DI G I TA L
WO R K P L AC E

PROD UCTS &
FEATURE S

With powerful capabilities,
Laserfiche enables
organizations to manage,
control and share
documents, videos, photos
and other content—
eliminating paper,
optimizing costs and
powering innovation.
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Making the most of your
organization’s content—
making it available to
everyone who needs it,
when they need it—
is crucial to remaining
competitive.
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About Laserfiche
Laserfiche is a leading global
provider of enterprise content
management software
empowering organizations to
take control of information and
business processes.
With intuitive on-premises and
cloud solutions for document
management and process
automation, Laserfiche improves
productivity, efficiency and
strategic decision-making for
organizations looking to transform
into a digital workplace.

Your Next Step
Read White Papers
and Case Studies
laserfiche.com/resources
Get a Demo
laserfiche.com/demo
Contact Us
(800) 985-8533
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